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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Opera Orchestra Called 'Flawless'
Makersot: ·
Hand.~c;le
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Indian JeWelry
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The
Madrid Scene
e
e
e

the Art Gallery
the Pick and Shovel
Restaurant
the Mineshaft Tavern &
Dining room

THEATRE
Vaudeville Melodrama
at Madrid, N. M.
(and visit the old:ooal.mine
m~seum).;;

UNM. was honored last Friday piece consists of a recitation of a
with a performance in the Con· series of poems by the contemporcert Hall given by members of the ary English poet, Edith Sitwell,
internationally known Santa Fe with musical accompaniment by a
Opera Company .
small group. The main objection
Robert Baustian, musical ad· to this interpretation was that the
ministrator of the group, opened recitation was scarcely audible.
the program with an interpreta- Vera Zorina, the reciter, talked
tion of the Mozart Sinfonia Con· on and on while much of the audicertante in Eb Major for violin ence was unable to understand
and viola, Both soloists, Brenton what she was reciting. The fault
L11ngbein and Ottavio Corti, were was not with the performers,
very impressive but the outstand- however, but with the piece itself;
ing feature of the performance This work is traditionally hard to
was the flawless orchestral accom- perform.
paniment.
lmp.act in Accompaniment
Solos Decisive
The big esthetic impact lies in
The group served as a subtle the instrumental accompaniment
complement to the performers and as one becomes more and
but also were able to execute the more involved in the accompanisolo orchestral parts with author- ment, the reciter begins to sound
ity and precision. The cello and like an Italian soprano who sings
bass sections were particularly along in an exciting and esthetexcellent. Their playing was so cally appealing way but without
accurate that if it weren't for the annoying her English-speaking
full sound produced, one would audiences who don't understand
have thought that there was a word of Italian.
really only one instrument playThe second half of the program,
ing.
which featured a Bach Cantata
Jlecitation Inaudible
and the Verdi "Te Deum" gave
For the second number the or- the audience a chance to hear the
chestra was replaced by a small fine vocal performers th;l.t work
group who interpreted the "Fa- with the Santa Fe Opera, Featurcade" of William Walton. This ed were Saramae Endich, Helen

CAlliNG U.

Blow Your Mind
Tonight

Deepest Mine Shaft
The deepest continuous mine
shaft in the Western Hemisphere,
7,150 feet below ground level, is
eurrent1y being sunk at International Nickel's Creighton Mine in
the Sudbury District of Ontario.

BACIC

By M· PenJ1ebaker

with JOAN BAEZ
"Let them tell you
how it is"

Nickel Research
The world's largest and most
modern laboratory dedicated to
research on nickel and its alloys
is operatlld by International
Nickel at Sterling Forest, New
York.

Showtimes
6:45, 8:25, 10:00

Don Ptnelto't 2.0:1;:~ u.
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

t

2 JOO Contra! E., Albuquorque, Now Morico
Phone 242-0096

Your Tuaco Stat Dealer

~~tudent:s Study
Teacher Survey

TBUIDBIBZID
SWZM-G TI.C:
2023 CDLVMBlA DllVI U.

Complete Wardrobe

By MELISSA HOWARD

Swimming
Diving
Gymnastics

for Tall & P!>tite
figures

·New Fall
Fashions
Arriving. Daily

)

i

I
)

I

·Poolside Parties, Sauna Baths, Adult
o& Children L$ssans, Adull Swimming
Time each Afternoon, Snack Bar,
Shade Trees

I

Open Until October

Call or Stop By
Opposite the Sunport
East of Yale ·

TBUHDE!lSlllD . SWlM-&n

'

Telephone 247-SG77.

You Have "Arrived"
•:'
..,..
with a
·t''!~·t··'.l·"l

CLASSIFIED ADVEUTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during the awnmer. Insured and bonded. Also type.
writer sales & service, all makes, with
20% discount with this ad. Free l'ickup
& delivery. E & E Typewriter ServicP,
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0~8&.
HELP WANTED
GIRLS ovel' 18 wanted to demonstrate
New Cosmetic linc, C<lmplete training.
Parttime or full time income will de·
Pend on you. Call Mr. Telles 3·7 p.m.
!or appointment, Monday thru Friday.
Phone 255..0413. 7/14-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
West and Alaska. Salaries $5400 up, Free
r<mistration, Southwest Teachcl'8 Agency, 1303 C<!ntral Ave. NE.
FULL TIME-PART TIME

.

•

'•,~

I I I I

Suitcase Stereo
with
Garrard Changer,
Pi~kering Magnetie Cartridg11,
Solid State Amplifier,
Famous KLH Speakers,
5-year Warranty.
(also in walnut module models)

only $199.95
Model"ll"
Portable Stereo Phonograph

SOUND by
3011 Monte Vista NE

near the University

G!.ds ~vcr 18 for- NeW Line: N~w Tralh-

ing: Extra bigh pay: Can he supervisor

In 2 months. Minimum pay $100. per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 2554641. 7/7-8/4..

70,000 Evaluations
In this way professors could
obtain detailed information in addition to the total evaluation; for
example, data could be used to
compare rankings given to the
same professor by A, B, and C
students, or by majors and nonmajors.
A maximum of 70,000 evaluations could be received from the
students in the 2400 classes
taught each semester. This large
number of respondents forced
Harrington and Beauchamp to
choose an "autocoder" computer.
"One of the most interesting
features of the study was trying
to choose between ·the autocoder
and the four-trend computer,"
Harrington said.

Eckert s'·lnc.

FOR SALE
BSA MOTORCYCLE 850 c:e 1955 Model,
B-40. SS 90. In perfect condition. Call
255-8436 after 5 p.m. 7/28, 8/4.
'58 SHEVROLET. Standard OD w/Hurst.
288 VB. Tudor. Excellent gas and oil
mileage. Sharp. Call 242-0267 after 9:30
l'.m.
weekdan,
242-0881
Sundan.
7/21, 28.

At University Heights is open Friday night until 8 o'clock.

Savings up

1966 2-dr. Volvo. Exeellcnt condition. AMFM l'adlo, Call 277-2214 or 242-4354. '1/14
FOR REN'l
SUMMElR COOLNESS with roorru~ of lux·
ury: swimming pool nnd central air•
conditioning. Graduate and undergrad•
uatc men and women. "THEJ COLLEGE:
INN" 303 Ash NE. 243·288L

50% on odds and ends.

to

Bed trays
Ashtrays
Dinnerware
Lampshades

Lamps
Mugs
Stools
Place Mots

Decorative Pillows
Smoking Stands
Decorative Scrolls
Waste Baskets

CAIRD~NORRIS Realty rents:

SPECIAL: Furished one-room efficiency,
utlliti"" included with bath and galley
kitchen, all for $55 including utilities.
Private entrance.
EFFICii'lNCY apartments, 1 block w""t
ol UNM, $79.60 to $85, all utiliti"" paid.
Sotne with improvements. Furnisbcdt ofl'atreet Parldng.
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571. eVenings
842-8280. '1/28, 8/4.
F'URNISHEt> bolllle :for unt. Two bd.
l'ms. & basement. Separate dining
room. Near UniV£'l'Bity. Call 26&-4413 or
265-6969. 6/30; 7/7, 14.
PERSONALS
Call DAVID · BAALL for an Import or
Sports Car. IMPORTS LTD. SUi Wyom•
ing SE. 265·6048. 7/21, 28 ~ 8/4.

ECKERTS' INC.
3225 Central Ave.

NE

Autocoder Is Faster
The autocoder can produce
final data much more quickly than
the four-trend, although it is more
complicated to program, he said.
The efficiency of the dataprocessing equipment·would make
it possible for individual professors to program their own evaluations, asking questions not included in the broad areas studied
in the general evaluation, llar•
rington said.

TOMORROW
AT MIGHTNIGHT
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Dark Cottons,

i

Dacron Knits,
Syhthetics .••
Perfect for

J

wearing now

I

into fall

1

sizes
5·15, 8·20,

1

12!1~20'!1!, 10-16 Tall
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Free Parking
Reaf Entrance

uPeyote
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"Breathdeath"
"Some Don't"
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''Lifelines"
Shawl~ mel

COUNSELING SERVICE
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Success Is Shown
In New Programs
For U. Freshmen
I

About 457 members and parents of members of the class of
1971 attended the first five of ten
scheduled freshmen orientation
programs on the UNM campus
during the last two weeks.
The orientation sessions, designed to acquaint students and
parents with college life and with
the requirements and facilities of
UNM, has "had a positive indication of success. We are on the
Vol. 70
right track," Dean of Students
Harold Lavender said this week.
Parents Enthusiastic
"The parents are more than
enthusiastic and the feedback is
gratifying," Lavender said.
"The parents are most inter1lsted in individualized services
and academic policies:• said Dr.
William Huber, director of the
University College.
"We are doing a public relaEditor's note: Frank Speltz is
tions job, trying to inform par· a staff member pf the Washingents of UNM's faelilities and pre- ton Free Press, in which tihs
vent future misunderstandings," article first appeared in slightly
Huber said.
longer form.
Many Took EPE
By FRANK SPELTZ
Many. incoming freshmen took
Collegiate Press Service
advantage of the opportunity to
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)take the English Proficiency ExI'm
prejudiced-against homosexamination early, he said. The
uals.
students were advised to study
So are you. Admit it. When two
class schedules and catalogues
men
walk past you on the street,
and begin planning their course
band in hand, something grabs
programs.
"The students have received you in your guts and you sudthe program very well.'' Huber denly feel very uncomfortable.
said. They were most concerned Why? Why should love between
about University policies and two human beings tum you otf?
regulations and participated ac- Or don't you think them capable
tively in individual and group of love as you know it?
Both the police and the Matcounselling sessions, he said.
tachine Society, a group which
Discussions Held
attempts to inform the public
TJte orientation programs be- about homosexuals, estimate the
gin with a one-hour general dis- homosexual population of Washcussion for parents and students ington, D.C., at a quarter of a milled by the deans of men and wom- lion. Sociologists maintain that
en.
ten per cent of any city's nonLater the students meet Asso- juvenile population is Jikely to be
ciated Students President John homosexual.
Thorson and other campus leadLarge Minority
ers for a question and · answer
Next
to
Negroes, homosexuals
session, while the parents meet are America's
largest minoritywith Lavender.
15 million, to be approximate. So
Parents Meet Huber
every tenth stranger you pass on
University College administra- thll street has a life style and
tors next discuss their services emotional makeup entirely dift'erand regulations applying to be- ent from yours.
ginning students. Parents then
I've . long realized, in a vague
meet with Huber and others, sort of way, that something hapwhile the students have· individual pens to me when I'm confronted
counselling sessions at the 'Uni· with hotnosexuality~usually 1 atversity College.
tempt to remain. aloof and ignore
The sixth orientation program it, hoping it will not "affect" me.
was held Thursday and others are Often I even make remarks to my
planned for Aug. 9, 11, 14, and 16. "masculine" friends about how
Incoming freshmen may still sign "disgusting" it is. .I even find
up to attend,
that I use derogatory nicknames
equivalent to "nigger" and "kike''

Union Will, Somp··fe Student Opinion

12100·200

2~

124 Washington SE

J

Queen11

"Lapis"

~COLLEGE CAREER

f
f

Mc:Adams to Meet
UNM plans to send Senator
Jim McAdams to the National
Student Association convention
this month to attend meetings on
teacher-evaluation. A student and
faculty committee has investigated the possibility of continuing a student-government-sponsored evaluation next year using
facilities in the Data Processing
Center and the College of Business Administration.

"Thick Pucker"

"A Movie"

l.e..-u..o.~"K-"1-illl~li--111-••-••-~~•-.-f.
,.\l~·• .,.,

''Hold Me While I'm •• /'

Consult

f

r-,•·,.'1{4>1-.•

Fihn Trip #1

'If You Have a Problem
·Regarding Your
. Cu.rriculum
Or Your Career • • •

.

rage bracket who give a low, tnedium, or high rating on several
attributes to professors in each
class, Harrington said this week.
Mark-Sense Cards Used
The evaluation results could be
collected on "mark-sense" computer cards distributed in classes,
Harrington said. The cards would
be hand-marked and machinescored. The process is similar to
that used in last. year's Student
Senate elections. The cards would
be voided if more than one answer was recorded for a question
and the evaluations would not be
recorded unless the student responding was enrolled in the professor's class at that time.
A sample evaluation result
could record responses to five
questions or attributes, each with
three broad classifications of answers. The final results include the
classification, major field, and college of each student responding,
but f!Ot the student's name; the
number of students in a class;
their sex, grade in the class, and
grade-point average.

Psychedelic

!

A workable program for collating and processing data
from a teacher-evaluation survey has been developed this
summer by two UNM College of Business Administration
students.
Pat Harrington and Dick Beauchamp, the two students
working on the evaluation project, will submit final reports
to the College of Business Administrati9n on Aug. 7.
Students' evaluation of their professors can be handled in
much the same way as the professors' records of students1
grades. The final evaluation results could record the percentage of students in each class grade or grade-point ave-

I

REDUCED UNM
STUDENT RATES

95-Winrock Center

WANT ADS

FRIDAY: Film Fare: "The Time
Machine"; Union Theater; 6
and 8 p.m. Admission 25 cents.
MONDAY: Lecture Under the
Stat·s: "English Poetry Since
1945-With Readings"; Laurence Lerner; Administration
Building patio; 8 p.m. Free.
TUESDAY: Film Classics: "The
Caine Mutiny"; Union Theater;
6 'and 8 p.m. Admission 25
cents.
WEDNESDAY: Summer Band
Concert; Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Free.
Bridge Tournament; Union.
THURSDAY: Summer Fare
Special: Doraine and Ellis;
Concert Hall; 8 p.m. Free.

aoa·•film

Vavni, Charles Bressler, Peter
Harrower and the chorus of the
Opera.
The powerful Verdi piece was
an exciting conclusion for a great
program. Friday night'!! audience
certainly had a memorable listening experience.

v

Student opinion about present
and future needs of the New Mex~
ieo Union will be sampled in questionnaires to be distributed to the
Student Senate and the Union
Board next month, Union Director
William Bierbo.um said this week.
. The results of the question' ~ ~ ,naire,' and lnliUY additional suggestions, will ~ printed and dis·

No.8 Summer

15,000,000 Men Poets Must Seek
Pick Gay World Dif!erentlopics,

;::t~)or!hi~aE~~1::ry~~

start at the beginning.
tributed to students in November,
All over Washington there are
he said. ·
conununities of h()moseJ~:uals, livThe Union is continuing to plan ing tottether for the same reasons
for expansion of Union facilities, hippie~~ or radicals do: econotny,
improvement of existing facil- cameradet'ie, security. I visited a
ities, and additiol'l ot new fea· "ghetto" community, retnarkably
tures. "When the plans are de- well-integrated racially, where
veloped, .hoJtefuUy the funds: will • about twelve homosexuals Jive.
be a'Ynilable :fl'otn some 'liourcer ' 1 1 · ' , c · ' R'ecetved Op(mJy
Bierbaum said.·
''
1 'wtis 'recMve'd with openness

and infinite patience, as I blurted
out all those "do Negroes tan in
the sun" questions: "Do you sleep
with each other much?" ''Where
do you buy your dresses?" ".Why
don't you change your sex if you
don't like it?"
lt turned out that all us
"straight" people wonder the
same things about homosexuals,
because all of us have the same
sexual fantasies and stereotypes.
Of course, they don't sleep to•
gether much. They countered with
a query as to how often we sleep
together at the Free Press. Same
answer, same tone of voice.
Homosexuals buy their dresses
where your girl friends buy
theirs, stupid-in a boutique, you
know, a dress shop. Why, the Paraphernalia in New York City
sets aside two hours a week especially for men.
Stores Cooperate
Eagerly I empathized with
(Continued on pa,ge 8)

Here Aug.

9~ I I

VISTA Workers

Seek Volunteers
Volunteers in Service to America will be recruiting on the UNM
campus Aug. 9-11. The Academy Award-winning film ''A Year
Towards Tomorrow" will be
shown at 4:30 on Aug. 9 and 10
in Room 231 B-C ()f the Union •
The film, narrated by Paul
Newman, describes exp.eriences
of VISTA volunteers on an Indian reservation and in Atlanta,
Ga. The 111m will be followed by
a discussion led by the volunteers.
VISTA volunteers from the
New"Mexico area will set up an
information booth in the Union
lobby. Application blanks will be
available. Prospective volunteers
applying next week will be notified of their acceptance by the end
of August,
·"Expanding programs have
caused a definite need for intensive t•ecruiting of new volunteers,
and New Mexico bas been a good
source for VISTA workers," Vi~:-~
· ginia Schram, a VISTA· ofliefal,
said this week.
· ···

ClaimS Dr. Lerner

By MELISSA HOWARD
The modern poet in search of
subject. matter is cut oft' from
poetry's traditional huge, uncomfortable subjects by the secure
world in which he lives, a British
scholar and poet said Monday
night in the summer's final Lecture Under the Stars.
"A poet must find something in
himself or imagine something
which is outside his experience; .
he must create a violent time out
of his imagintion/' said Laurence
Lerner, a Visiting professor of
English at UNM this summer.
Poets Are Limited
Not all modern poets directly
reflect their own environment because a poet's duty to his art as
well as to his community limits
his ability to respond subjectively
to his surroundings, Lerner said.
"The poet attempts to deal
with the disquieting nature of
the world we live in by generaliz•
ing and universalizing a specific
idea. Poets are aware that the
.rest of the world is not secure
and they seek to find within themselves the equivalents of the violence outside/' he said,
Subject Matter Lacking
Modern English poetry' is characterized by an abundance of good
technique but a shortage of subject matter, Lerner said. He cited
Keith Douglass, George Macbeth,
Sylvia Plath,
H. Auden, and
T. H. Hughes as poets who have
attempted to universalize th~w
subject tnatter. ·
Science fiction is one method
of universalizing, Lerner said. He
read Macbeth's "Bedtime Story',"
a haunting account of the ac•
ci~ental murder of the last human being by a band of missionary-soldiers from another world.
Death Portrayed
"Lady Lazarus,'' by Sylvia
Plath, blends a personal account
of a series of unsuccessful suicide
attempts with the evocation of the
horrible success of Nazi mass-extermination techniques. The universal theme of death is dually
portrayed, as the violqnce within
the mind of th~ D!lrratj)r matches
•the violence- of war, Lerner 'llll.id.
Di'!tuchbuint from· the· world
(Continued On Page 6) ·
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Boord of Regents To Meet Today

Ml PATRIA
LA BANDERA DE

The UNM Board of Regents
will meet today at a:30 in the
Union Council Room to discusa
parking regulations for the coming school year, and bids on the
proposed College of Business Administration's Bureau of Business
Research building.
The Regents will hold their
usual monthly meeting on Saturday, Aug, 26, at 8:30 p.m;, Uni-

Paquita Gomez Hernandez

•

•

I·

B11ndera de mi Patria, me enternezco
al verte izada o desfilando airosa
entre marciales :sones por }as calles.
Un augusta y vital escalofrio

versity Secretary John Durrie announced this week.

haec vibrar mis mllula:;; y mi alma,

Psychodra:matic

cuando tu, tricolor de mis amores

c:C..a.. 'eur~uesa

en mi cono visual entras brillante,

CERRIL.l.CS, N. M,

Center

Entonces en espiritu me asocio

COFFEE SHOP, DRESSES·& COSTUMES, PAINTINGS,
AVAN'l'·GAADE & T:RADITIONAI. HANDICRAFTS

a tus inmensos heroes, a tus genios,

"•Goi i'llttJ t:o
A u. s: T;a./ ut""

.SALE ~JU~Y

a tus virgenes puras, a las madres,
a los niiios y visjos, a los hombres,
que por ti protegidos y amparados,
alzan a Dios un himno clamoroso,
THE FIFTEEN ECUADOREANS visiting UNM this summer to study elementary edu~~tion are,
seated from left: He~tor Herrera, Paquita Gomez Hernandez, Julieta Gonzalez, Leon VJeJra, Gon·
zalo Barriga, Milton Romerq, Efrain MDntufar, and HDme~o Mo!ina•• Stan.ding are, from left: Dr. ~aul
Torres WilsDn MDreno, Dr. Hector Unda of UNM, MarJ LueJ Ubbarr1 pf UNM, Ecuador ProJect
Direct~r Dr. Frank Angel, Armando Aristizabal, Julio Riofrio, Bolivar Bermeo, and Oswaldo Acosta.

a) Dios de las Naciones Soberano.
I Bandera tricolor, la de mi Patria!
Ia que flameasto en campos de victoria,
serviste de sudariQ a los invictos,

Ecuador To Commemorate
fndependence On August: 10
EditDr's note: The following
stories and the poem were written by several Df the Ecuadorean
teachers attending elementary
education classes at UNM this
summer. Thursday, Aug. 10, is
the Ecuadorean national hDJiday.
By PROF. WILSON MORENO•
Two hundred and seventy-five
years after the foundation of San
Francisco de Quito, the population of what is now Ecuador constituted a mixture of all races
and social classes, framed by a
strong rivalry between the Peninsulars, the Creoles and the poor
p~ple.

in South America. In 1808, a
selected group of local activist
leaders held a secret meeting at
the Hacienda of the Marquis of
Selva Alegre, Juan Pio Montufar,
to organize a secessionist move·
ment and to trace the general
plan of independence.
The plan consisted of three
points: creation of a sovereign
junta to preside over the country,
overthrowing of Spanish authorities, and nationalization of pub·
lie services. Unfortunately, the
plans were made public and the
activists forced into exile.
August 10 CDup
On August 9, 1809, a new attempt was made. This time the
activists were cautious enough to
keep their plans secret. Early on
August 10, President Conde Ruiz
de Castilla was overthrown and
advised of the fundamental principles of the revolution.
On the same day the good news

was announced. The bells rung in
the towers Qf churches and the
air was filled with the excitement
of the people. The first clamor of
independence in Latin America
had been pronounced by a group
of young patriots, and the city
of Quito had won the name of the
"Light of America," by which it
is still known.

Fifteen teachers from Ecuador
The Peninsulars were mostly
arrived in Albuquerque last week
Spaniards, who enjoyed ample
to participate in a year-long
liberties. They constituted the
course, intended to acquaint them
basis of the government, although
with the most modern methods of
they never paid any taxes. They
training elementary school tea!!hshared a common dislike for
ers.
Creoles and Indians.
This is the third such group
Creoles Showed Leadership
from the South American counThe Creoles were natives of
try to attend UNM as a part of
America but direct descendents
a mutual contract between the
of the Peninsulars. Creoles were Peace Corpsmen
governments of the United States
often given government positions
and Ecuador.
and displayed good leadership poAristizabal Spokesman
tential in 11pite of the opposition
The :Minister of Education of
of royal authorities.
Ecuador nominated Armando
The third class, poor and ordi- s·
nary people, constituted the larg.
Aristizabal, one of the teachers 1
est po~·tion of the population;
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 19 as spokesman for the group. His
some of them were Spaniards (CPS)-A group of Peace Corps main responsibility is to report
without properties or titles .of volunteers who signed a petition the activities of the group in
nobility; the test, Mestizos, In- calling for new negotiations to this country.
In order to organize and partidia>I1S and colored people, were end the war in Viet Nam may
forced to perform hard labor, and :face disciplinary actions or dispaid the taxes which in general missal.
benefitted only the higher classes.
The controversy st:;lrted when
The
Independence Shown
13 volunteers serving in Chile
As early as 1544, a rebellion of decided to take a stand against
Madrid Scene
roya( commissioners, led by Gon- the war, and circulated a petition
:o:alo Pizarro, demonstrated the among the volunteers. A total of
the Art Gallery
spirit of independence and ex- 92 signed, although some later
posed a keen search for social jus- withdrew. their names. They then
the Pick and S.hovel
sent a letter to the Washington
tice.
Restaurant
In 1592 and 1593 a series of Peace Corps headquarters expresriots led to the bloody Revolution sing their right to dissent.
.the Mineshaft Tavern &
of the Alcabalas, as a result of
Corps Is 'Apolitical'
Diningroom
which the Spanish king was
Peace Corps Director Jack
denied the right to tax the colony, Hood Vaughn replied that the
most of the royal authorities were volunteers were free to express
deposed, and local leaders were 'themselves ''as individuals"! to
THEATRE
installed in the government. Dur- the President, Congress, or the
Vaudeville
Melodrama
ing the first years of the seven- press, provided that they avoid
teenth century, these partriotic identification of their Peace
at Madrid, N. M.
ieeJings were deepened lind Corps connections.
(and visit the old cool mine
strengthened irt the light of other
Vaughn said letters-to-the·
important world developments editor from volunteers 'Should not
museum)
inc1uding the creation oi the include their :foreign addresses
American
Confederation, the since this makes identification
l''rench Revolution, and the fact "almost inevitable.'' He sllid such
that The Spanish Empire was go- letters should be sent to family
ing through a state of almost or friends for forwarding through
total disintegration. King Charles U.S. post offices. He said any
IV abdicated in :favor.of Napoleon other action would violate the
Bonaparte, and Fernando VII, Peace Corps' positiort as "an
rightful successor to Charles lV, apolitical organi:o:ation."
was imprisoned.
Defiants Recalled
Spaniards Resented
He said those who are unable
These facts, added to innum• to abide by these rules should
erable local problems, contributed resign. He said those who continto the adverse feelings towards ued to defy this policy would be
the Spanish rule, fomented by the recalled, adding that theit" 14pubrebelllon writings of the Mestizo lie pursuit of political effort Is
Eqgenlo de Santa· Cruz y Espejo, .better conducted back. here in the
early erUf!l\~~r .oJ"'cJvi);.}!~.rfJy~ ... " lpJi_t~~ ·~W_!!s~!.:.:.: _..;·.:. ..~ • .- •·.;..
•
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2120 CENTRAL:SE

Augusta en tus derechos, venerada!

tu Ia del porvenir incalculable
que llega basta Ia meta de la gloria
Mientras fulja Ia luz de mi existencia,
en los dias festivos y solem nes

MEN'S SHOP

20%

acompaiieme tu pendon querido
y preside los actos de mi vida.

10 de Agosto de 1.967
Albuquerque, New Mexico

cipate in cultural, social and other activities, the group has nominated Chairman Dr. Hector Unda,
Julieta Gonzalez as secretary,
and Paquita Gomez as treasurer.
Hitliday Celebrated
To celebrate the lOth of August, national holiday of Ecuador,
the visitors have planned a series
of activities including a presentation of folkloric dances and songs
at the Newman Center on Aug. 7,
followed by a poetry reading by
some members of the group. Also
on the progl.'am are presentations
on radio and TV, emphasizing
musical and choreographic aspects
from the different regions of
Ecuador. A lecture on the Galapagos Islands is planned; the date
and place will be announced later.
A picnic luncheon for Ecuador-

Here

'
J'''

eans and their friends will round
up the activities.
2 Poets Included
The teachers range in specialillations from social disciplines to
strictly scientific subjects. Some
of them are recognized in the
fields of literature and art. Two
of the most distinguished are
the writers Romero Molina nnd
Paquita Gomez Hernandez, bl)th
outstanding in the field of poetry
and unmistakably promising fig.
ures in Latin American literature.

Bills May Raise Congressional lnt:eros
Job Study Funds Debate War Protest
WASHINGTON (CPS)- Col·
lege students working in Con·
'gressional offices this summer
have launched a debate over the
Viet Nam war and their right to
express opinions about it.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Decorative Pillows
Smoking Stands
Decorative Scrolls
Waste Baskets
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ECKERTS' INC.
32:15 Central Ave. NE
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Or Abraham Lincoln. Or Alexllnder
Hamilton. Or better stiU, write a
check.
U.s.o. needs your dollars today,
for its vital work ln Viet Nam, and all·

the distant, lonely places youno
Americans are serving.
.,
Your do~lllf hi!ll)il support 1B$

clubs, 91 U.S.O. !lhOws, serving them
acros!l the world. But
gets no
govetnmemt support. Give today,
through your United Fund· or Com·
munlty Chest,

u.S.o.

So~•one you know
·needs u.s.o.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
f'hon• 242·11096

At University Heights is open friday night until 8 o'clock.
Savings up to 50% on odds and ends.
Lamps
Mugs
Stools
Place Mats

Kenneth Galbraith, George Kennan, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., and
Martin Luther King, all of whom
have offered alternatives."

2100 Central E., Albuquerque, l'fow Mo•ico

Eckert s' Inc.
Bedtrays
Ashtrays
Dinnerware
lampshades

"PLEASE CLEAN UP your mess when ypu are ftnished,>' the sign says, so John Thora()n, left preai~
dent of the AssDCiated Students, and UniDn Activities Director Ken Gattas set an example. Tile twt~
are helping reml)del the old workrooms upstairs in the Union, where Gattas's new office will be built.
Gattas, an alumnus of UNM, coordinates all student recreational and cultural programs on campus,
working as part of the Assoc:iated Students. He is currently directing activities in the UNM Summer
Fare program, organizing dances, lectures, crafts programs, bus trips, movies, and recreation programs.
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New Mexico Must Support
Bi-Lingual Education
THE DIVERSITY OF the various cultural groups in
Northern New Mexico gives this state not only a unique
potential but also a number of serious problems.
Action and claims made by Reies Tijerina, leader of the
Alianza Federal de Mercedes, who was recently interviewed
informally by The Lobo, indicate that land problems are
primary in the minds of many persons. However, there are
undoubtedly a number of complex factors involved.
Many educators feel that linguistic problems are even
more basic. Spanish-speaking New Mexicans are confronted
with a predominantly English-speaking culture for which
they are often not prepared. Economic and sociological proble~s of adJustment are secondary for they are generally
triggered by the more basic linguistic inadequacies.
Increased mobility and awareness stemming from many
factors-World War II, Korea, VietNam, the technological
revolution-have brought the problem to a stage where it
has become evident that imaginative and informed leadership on the state level will be required.
A primary step within tlie realm of possibility and prac~
ticality which our leadership could take is in the area of bilingual education.
Already many ambitious projects have been initiated. But
isolated attempts without the broad support of the citizens
of this state will bring about little significant change. This
is !lot to say that bi-lingual education should be a statewide project, but in the limited areas where it is needed, it
should have state-wide support.
Northern New Mexico may be a distinct cultural and geographic entity, but if solutions to some of the area's problems are to be found on a state level, they must come from
this state as a unHied political body. Local programs must
be o~ganized and ready to assume leadership when federal
funding is-available if New Mexico is to retain its initiative.
The most effective application of federal funds can best
he accomplished by utilizing the unique educational, political,
and cultural resources contained within New Mexico.
The evidence of research and experience strongly indicates
that bi-lingual education is educationally feasible. The only
question is whether this state is ready to support an attempt
to strengthen one of our richest natural resources-our
mul,ticultural heritage.

In Gallup, N. Mex.

By ARTHUR HOPPE
Chrcmiol~

The world faces a grave crisis in the Middle East. The crisis, of
GALLUP, N.M. - Wh~t the
course,
is that there simply aren't enough Communists.
Metropolitan is to the grand
Look
at the terrible strl\in this is creating on U.S. foreign policy.
opera devotee, the .Kentucky DerThere's
Israel, a thriving democracy, a true bastion of freedom, a
by to the racing fan, and DisneYland to the kiddies-that's what loyal ally and a genuine underdog.
"We must honor our sacred commitments," cries Senator Warlock
the Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial is to the Indian and the elite M. Hawk, rehearsing a fighting speech, ''to defeJld these brave, freeof his fellow Americans inter- dom-loving allies from the vicious Red tide of Comrrlunits aggression!
ested in his culture and crafts.
If we fail . . ."
For the 46th year, Ceremonial
"Excuse me, Senator," says an aide, "it isn't exactly Communist agofficials are making the plans and gression. It's more like Arab aggression."
~Setting the stage for representa"Arab aggression?" says the Senator. "Oh. Well, let'~:~ not be hasty.
tives of more than a score of IJI- Speaking as a statesman, we must do our utmost to pr<!serve the
dian tribes to illustrate their her- peace. And we've got to consider all that Arab oil and.••. You
itage through programs of their better forget that :fighting speech of mine, son. I feel the need for a
dances and sports and extensive round of gold coming on.''
displays of their arts and crafts
And it's doubtful the Kremlin is having it any better. There's Mr.
here Aug. 10-13.
Kosygin, addressing the crowd in Red Square.
I Million Have Visited
"The Soviet Union," he says, "will support to the last drop of
Since 1922 when a handful of Soviet blood the fr~dom-loving Arab democratic republics in their
area tribesmen presented their jihad, or holy war. The Soviet people will march shoulder to shoulder
dances in the flickering glare of with the brave Arab workers under their glorious collective leaders,
carbide auto headlam:ps before a such as Comrade Royal Highness King Hussein of Jordan, Comrade
scattered. audience of standees Royal Highness King Saud Ibn Abdul Aziz of Saudi Arabia, and his
until tod~y, more than a million beloved Viceroy, Comrade Crown Prince Faisal."
visitors . have observed, enjoyed,
At this point the Russian crowd may well exchange glazed looks.
and returned home with a clearer "Holy war?'' ''King who?" "Crown Prince what!'!" And the)''ll all
idea and appreciation of Amed- straggle off to the soccer matches.
ca's indigenous peoples.
One solution to this crisis might be for King Saud, say, to make a
The Ce:r.'emonial's program is speech calling on the workers of the Arab world to unite and throw
based on a simple format of let- . off the shackles of capitalistic exploitation. Thi.s would delight the
ting the Indian tell his own story Russians and we'd have half a million U.S. troops in Israel in a
and its continued integrity stems twinkling. But it doesn't somehow sound like King Saud's cup of tea.
from his understanding that here
Another would be for the Israelis to stop calling this Arab aggres.
is the opportunity to educate sym- sion and start calling it Infidel aggrellsion. They could appeal to all.
pathetic audiences in presenta- Bible-loving nations to come to save the Holy Land from tbe Infidels
tions that are both cultu:r.'al and in a glorious Crusade. Unfortunately, it's a bit late for such a plea
entertaining.
to do much good. By about a thousand years.
Diversity Shown
So you can see how the leaders of East and West are going to have
The diversity of the Indian na- a tough time drumming up popular enthusiasm for blowing up the
tions and cultures is underscored world over this one. Of course, they may well blow it up anyway.
by representatives of the late- But that would .be a shame, because without popular enthusiasm we
coming nomads and the long-es- simply aren't going to die happy.
tablished agrarians of the SouthActually, this lack of enthusiasm for outside intervention would
west, the militant hunters of the appear more of an immediate problem for Israel than the Arabsnorthern and southern Plains, the mainly because the Israelis are outnumbered 20-1.
desert dwellers, the, coastal in·
But if the Israelis get clobbered, they will at least have the .comfort
habitants of the Northwest, and of contributing to a clear enunciation of modern U.S. foreign policy•
the mountain people.
No matter what the risk, America stands ready to def.md any democ:
The Ceremonial consists of racy anywhere from the evil of aggression. As long as it's the right
three evening programs of dances kind of evil aggression.
and rituals presented in an atmosphere of dignity as a living tribute to the Indian culture, and
three afternoons of rousing Indian sports and rodeos. On the
final afternoon a mixed program
Low Fees Better Than
FRIDAY: Film Fare: "Love
is presented combining features
Eatertaiumeat
With
the
Proper
Stranger,''
Union
of each.
Theater; 6 and 8 p.m. Admission Dear editor:
Parades Featured
In regard to your July 28 ediStarting on the second morn- 25 cents.
SATURDAY: Christian Sci· torial: Why are you worried
ing, the first of three :t'oot pa·
rades winds through the city's ence Organization lecture: "Are about what UNM students want
streets bringing together all the People Your Problem1"; Union from their Summer Fare program when nobody ever asked us
costumed groups, Indian bands, Ballroom 8 p.m. Free,
if we even wanted the program 1
TUESDAY:
UNM
Summer
horsemen and wagons, and other
features that ma:ke it the most Orchestra Concert; Concert Hall I would be more than willing to
sacrifice my "social opportunbizarre public display in Ameri- 8: 15 p.m. Free.
FRIDAY: Summer Session ities'' on. campus just so l
ca.
During the entire four days, ends. Children's Theater Variety wouldn't have to work so long
the Exhibit Hall presents a lavish Show: "Another Visit with Rag- and hard just to stay in sehool.
display of the most comprehen- gedy Ann and Andy." Union What this campus really needs
sive selection of the finest arts Theater; 12:30 and 2:30p.m. Ad· is tnore entertainment and higher
and crafts
together in mission: season ticket; general, tuition.
-Nora Mitcham
$1.
one place.

LETTERS

La- Dolce Vita
-by Frank Jacome

'.

New Fall
Fashions
Arriving Daily

Louis Richard Leurig bas been
named to succeed Dr. Parker
Fowler as director of the UNM
Dl!.ta Processing Center.
Leurig has bad 13 years' experience in dnta proce!lsing syatems and has worked as coordinator of computer installations. Be
has been at UNM since February.
Leurig received a B.A. degree
from UNM in 1954. He has had
extensive experience in business
and profession&! work.

to the Middle East

Culling U.

W(Ordrobe
for Toll & Petlt11

Leurig Will Succeed
fowler As Director

«lllll iiAN lll®J!P£
Send o Commie
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Compl~te

95-Winrock Center

Listen to KUNM
NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY.
298-1828
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89 Winrock Center
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and Nonfiction
Paperbacb

Bargains
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PERPLEXED
PLANNING FOR CHRISTMAS in the heat of July, three UNM students, Sylvia Topp, left, Merry
Setzler, and Fred Howland, prep11re ditty bags to be sent to American servicemen in Viet Nam for
Christmas by Operation Jingle Bells. Albuquerque's quota is 2500 bags, and campus organizations
and local groups are combining elforts to get the bags mailed by September. The ditty bags are
hand-made and filled with such articles as ball point pens, paperback books, stationery, and nun. and
dried fruits.

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •••

•
U. Biology Professor
.Freneh·t0Rettre, Fleck Invited to Serve As Chairman

Pfaff to Succeed

The business supervisor of the
four UNM student publications,
Richard P. French, has resigned
from the University effective
August 31. Richard Pfaff, present Lobo advertising manager, is
expected to be named to take over
the position.
French is leaving to establish
a New Mexico distributorship of
UNM publications and later plans
to move to Florida. He bas been
employed at UNM for nine years.
Prior to graduating in 1957 as a
journalism major he was advertising manager of the 1956-57 Lobo
and of The Mirage.
During the past nine years
UNM student publications has
increased from a $60,000 to a $90,·
000 business, has built its own
offices, has almost doubled the
number of yearbooks printed, and
has increased The Lobo's publica·
tion from three to four times
weekly.
Pfatr bas worked on the business side of The Lobo for three
years as a student and also
worked on an Arizona newspaper
:t'oJ" one year.

Patronize
WANT ADS

for Conference on Bioastronautics
Dr. Martin Fleck, professor of
biology at UNM, has been invited to serve as chairman for a
section of the Conference on Bioastronautics, to be held at the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Aug. 14-18, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The purpose of the conference
is to help the life scientist, the
physical scientist, 41nd the engi·
neer to appreciate and under·
stand the other's role in opera~
tions concerning extended duration space flight.
Psychological, physiological, biological, medical, physical, and engineering factors associated with
space missions will be brought out
by the conference.
Topics to be covered over the
four-day period, for which 22
technical papers will be read, are
"An Overview of Manned Space
Flight," "Life Support in Manned
Space Flight," "Life Support and
Mission Modeling/' "Human Factors in Space Flight," and ''ManMission Relationships." Several
officials from space centers and
programs throughout the U.S.
will speak.

7 1 1 1? 1

Consult'

Dr. Fleck has done much research in support fields for spl\ce
programs. He has served as consultant for the Atomic Energy
Commission, director for four
years of the Radiation Biology
National Science Institute, member of the American Nuclear So·
ciety, and is now recognized as
one of the nation's leading biologists.
·

OLLEGE CAREER
~.-COUNSELING SERVICE
124 Woshington SE

265-8288

OFI'ICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

ENR'OLLING FOR CLASSES

THIS FALl?
SAVE ON TEXTBOOKS
BUY NOW!

OKIE JOE'S
liar & t.staurant
1120 Central Ave. SE

(acrcl&f from the UnivCirsity)

We have a good supply of used texts for next semester's
classes. Buy your books now and be ahead of your fellow
students!
We will gladly make exchanges later if you do not enroll
in the class for which the text was purchased.

We Make Your Date Special
Want to impress an .. extra-special" date?
This is the place ••• your favorite drink
ond our pleasant atmosphere, our good·
tasting food all lend themselves to an
evening of extro·special enjoyment.
Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the prettiest one of all?
' '

'

.

.

~

If you have books you do not wish to keep, your associofec/
students bookstore will pay 500fo of the list price for current
editions which will be·· used next semester, or wholesale if not
used on the campus.

associated students bookstore

,,
>j
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Three Cultures Featured
At Arts and Crafts Fair
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Fraternities

Universalism Is Cited Acid Test Applied Fall Rush to Run
September JO. J6
Lecturer
By
Psychiatrists
By Poet:ry
(Continued From Page 1)
and an inner-directed poetry built
on one overriding theme is another method of universalism, he
said. The later poems of W. H.
Auden, "the most talented of all
living poets," express this innerorientation on a religious lllvel,
LerMr said.
Animals Aid Escape
Animals are another avenue of
escape from the world, Lerner
said. He read "The Hawk," by T.
H. Hughes, in which the reader
''feels himself in the animal,"
seeing the hawk as a facet of
man's personality.
Poets can also choose to escape
the present world and view mankind from another time, Lerner
said. He read "The Forces," by
Edwin Muir, a first horrifying but
then uplifting vision of humans
during and after World War III.
History Relearned
The war's survivors refuse to
accept the same world again, and,
as their tractors sit empty in the
fields, discover the beauty and
utility of horses. Muir insists on
the importance of picking some
parts of past history and relearning them from a different point of
view, Lerner said.
''The tribe of poets would be
shirking their duty if they wrote
only about their personal Jives
and thoughts," Lerner concluded.
However, the trend toward generalization and universalism is
contrasted by the works of a con·
temporary Welsh poet and priest,
R, S. Thomas, Lerner said.
Poems Transcribe
"Thomas has a hard, tough, sad
view of people, and his poems are
transcriptions of meetings with
J!eop1e. He :is unsentimental, without illusions, bitter, but not selfl:ighteous or smug:' he said,
Lerner read Thomas's "Affin-

ity," Priest and Peasant," and
"Death of a Peasant."
In response to a question from
the audience, Lerner characterized modern American poetry as
demonstrating two ways to write
non-poetry. One extreme of
American poetry today is academic, packed with literary allusions, written and understood
only by the highly educated, he
said.
"The other extreme can be
called 'beat' poetry, in which one
imagines that every street-corner
bum speaks poetry and that it is
only necessary to write it down,"
he said.

------.-··----

Viet Nam Opposition
Seen in. Albuquerque
Volunteers for the Albuquerque
Viet N am Summer program reported recently that the results
of their surveys are "ve1·y encouraging," and that "the number of real hawks is far fewer
than expected.''
Albuquerque
residents
a1·e
friendly, courteous, and willing to
discuss the war, the group said.
"The great majority oppose the
war," they said.
"This kind of activity is by far
the most meaningful and productive in building up political pressure toward a breakthrough for
peace," the group said.

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., July
24 (CPS)-It is difficult to blame
LSD for the mental illness which
hospitalizes a few of it:;; users.
That's the verdict of three psychiatrists at the University of
California's San Francisco Med·
ical Center who studied 20 hospitalized LSD users.
In all but two of 20 cases the
patients .had been emotionally ill
before they took LSD and the
drug had not precipitated the illness, the psychiatrists said.
The psychiatrists, Drs. John D,
Hensala, Leon J. Epstein, and
K• H. Blacker, also said they
would not apply the term "love
generation" to the LSD users.
They said they found many of the
patients "filled with anger they
could not control.''
The LSD users were compared
with a similar group of patientE;
who had not taken the d1•ug. The
average age of the two groups
was slightly over 22. The researchers found these differences
between the two:
·-Non-users tended to resolve
family conflicts inside the family;
users tended to seek solutions outside in anti-social or unsocial behavior.
-Non-users were argumentative; users were escapists-in
their language, "dropouts.''

Fall fraternity rush will be
held Sept. 10-16, Bill Ralls, rush
chairman announced recently.
Ralls said rush will be open to
any mille student at UNM. En·
rolling freshman have been
mailed information on registra·
tion and rush procedure, he said.
Any other men interested in
rushing may sign up with the
Dean of Men or in the Activities
Center of the Union.
A general open house to give
information concerning rush activities and the fraternity system in general will be held Sunday, Oct, :J,O, in the Union Ballroom.
Fall rush activities will conclude on Saturday, Sept. 16, with
the picking up of bids.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

THUHDBltBliD
S·WlM~GYM

ZDZ3 CDLUMBtA nl!.IVE U.

REDUCED UNM
STUDENT RATES

lyn Cordova and Regina Chavez
will perform tonight.
AmericJ~.n Heritage
Saturday is American Heritage
Day. Pottery, pastel prints, and
jewelry techniques will be demonstrated. The children's crafts
tables will also be open.
A melodrama, ''Lydia's Dilemma, or At the Stroke of Midnight," will be presented at 7:30
and 9 p.m. tonight, Saturday, and
Sunday by the Junior League.
Indian Heritage Day on Sunday will conclude the three cul·
tural presentations. Demonstra·
tiona will be given in painting,
paper mache jewelry, watl;!rcolors,
stitchery, and sandpainting. The
evening entertainment will feature a performance by a group of
Indian dancers led by Sonny Tut·
tle.

Listen to KUNM

College of Education

Poolside Parties, Sauna Baths, Adult
o& Children Lessons, Adult Swimming
Time each Afternoon, Snack Bar,
Shade Trees

Opens New Program

Open Until October
Call or Stop By
Opposite the Sunport
East of Yale

Cooperation between two departments in the UNM College
of Education has led to the development of a master's degree
in early childhood education.
Scheduled this fall for those intending to specialize in the preschool age, the program will offer
a kindergarten level certificate for
graduates holding New Mexico
elementary school certification.
A first-time program, it will
include two new courses, a seminar in early childhood education,
and an advanced course dealing
with the young child at home and
school.
The seminar, taught by Dr.
Catherine Loughlin, an elementary education specialist, will emphasize current research and developments in the field of early
childhood education.
Dr. Florence Schroeder of the
home economics department will

TllJBDBl\BU\D SWlM-GYl

8 A..M.-8 P.M.

plays and graphic arts and crafts
exhibits.
Today is Spanish Heritage Day.
A children's crafts table will be
set up in the Youth Exhibit
booths, where children may make
a craft and take it home for ten
cents. Times for the crafts tables
are 1 to 3 p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m.
today; 10 to 11 a.m., 1 to 3 p.m.,
and 7 to 8 p.m. Saturday; and
10 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m.
Sundar.
Demonstrations Set
Demonstrations of watercolor
techniques, handmaking adobe
techniq1)es, and monoprinting will
be given today in the booths, A
children's play, "The Box of
Smiles,'' will be presented by
the Junior League at 2 p.m. today and Saturday.
Entertainment will begin at 7
p.m. each night in the central
bandstand. Spanish dancers Eve-

A NEW MEXICO artist arranges a display in one of the booths
at last year's Arts and Crafts Fair in Albuquerqlle's Old Town
Plaza. Displaya like this one will again be featured in this year's
Fair, planned for Aug. 4, 5, and 6. The theme is ''Crossroads of
Three Cultures," and the Fair will display works in all mediums
done by New Mexico's Indian, Spanish, and American artists
and craftsmen.

Swimming
Diving
Gymnastics

2,106 CJ;NTVIL Sf.
(Across from Journalism Bldg.)

COIN OPERATED
Dry cleaning
laun!I,Y
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Dry CIC!aning-Pressing
Finished Shirts

About 125 artists and craftsmen have prepared displays for
the N!!W Mexico Arts and Crafts ·
Fair opening today at Albuquel'que's Old 'J'own Plaza. The Fair's
theme is "Cros~>roads of Three
Cultures.'' Indian, Spanish, and
American arts and crafts will be
featured.
Peter
Hurd's
controversial
painting of President Johnson is
the keynote exhibit of the Fair.
The pol'trait will be displayed in
a booth behind the San Felipe de
Neri Church along with works by
nine of the original members of
the 'J'aos Al't Colony,
Cargo to Be Present
The Fair will run from 9:30
this morning until 8 p.m. Sunday. Governor David Cargo will
be at the opening ceremonies at
11 a.m. today to break a pinata,
signaling the start of the Fair.
Prizes will be awarded at the
ceremonies for the best booth dis-

Telephone Z41·SB?7

We think women
enioy living like
women.
(We take pride in giving them the

instruct an advanced course concerned with the development and
guidance of the young child. There
will be special attention to tbe
influence of environment. Her program will involve practical experience with young children in
the UNM Manzanita Center
Nursery School and Kindergarten.
Inter-relation of the two departments, the instructors noted,
comes from recognition of the
child's development from home
environment into school age.

Veterans News
Q-Can the burial expenses of a
wife or child paid by the veteran
be deducted from his income for
pension purposes 1
A-The expenses of last sickness
and burial of a wife or child paid
by the veteran pensioner can be
deducted from his income for the
year in which they are paid.

AN INDIAN ARTIST demonstrates basketwork to a visitor at last year's Arts and Crafts Fair. This
year's Fair, which opens today and runs through Sunday, exhibits Indian, Spanish, and American work
by local artists and craftsmen. Booths like this one will be set up at Albuquerque's Old Town Plaza
at Lomas and Central. Artists will have their work for sale and will give demonstrations of paint•
ing, jewelry-making, pottery, and basket-making techniques. Children's Crafts tables will also be open.

C. J. Lee Is Named
As U. Comptroller

best in college living)

'·

Good food can make

all the difference
in the world.
(We take pride in serving the best)

PAINTII'~·GS Bf VAN EMERY were among many displayed at last year's New Mexico Arts and Ctafts Fait at Old Town .Plaza in Albtt•
querque; Tho outdoor display booths hal'e,paintings for sal~ and sevetal f!f the artists will,demonstrate ~e~hniq~e~•• Th! 1967 Fair opens

officially at 11 a.m. today, when ,New MeJneo Go~ernor Davtd C. Car go wdl break open a l)Jnata. The Fatrs ~~;ettv•t.tes
Jormartces of a melodrama, a children's play, lndmn dances at the Old Town bandstand, and the aWal'dlng of pr1zes.

mc~~de three tter.

.

Carroll J. Lee has been named
comptroller of the Univel'sity of
New Mexico, succeeding John
Perovich in the position. Perovich is vice-president in charge
of financial matterS at the University.
Lee has had professional experience in business, in private
practice .and in government work.
He is 11 certified public accountant
and a member of many professional organizations. He has been
an auditor and eleecutive with
many top-rated business firtns in
the country, and. be has had nine
years experience working. with
the state of New Mexico.
Lee is a graduate of UNM,
where he received 11 Bachelor of
Business degree, with distinction,
in 1951. He also has received the
Beta Alpha Accounting Award,
and was a .member of Phi Kappa
Phi. He attended the IBM Train·
ing Center School.
Lee has, in hi!i business career,
been a vice-president, treasurer
and director of sma\1 corpora·
tions. He has been executive di•
rector of the Gas Accounting
Comini~sion.
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I 1n 10 U.S. Men Is ·Homosexual 5 UNM Students
Christian Science

(Continued From Page 1)
their horrible shame as they slink
into a dress shop, whisper their
needs to a sales lady, and try on
the dresses hidden in dressing
rooms. I added snide remarks and
raised eyebrows. One problemno such problem: most middle
and higher priced boutiques are
very used to and dependent upon
the "queen'' trade. Consequently,
politeness and openness reign,
A queen is a homosexual who
prefers dressing and acting the
female role. There are three different kinds: drag queens, who
"flip" between playing a male
role in men's clothing and a female role in women's dress (when
a person is wearing women's
clothing, he is said to be "in
drag"); flame queens, who wear
women's makeup, eyelashes, and
hair-do even when dressed in
men's clothing; and closet queens,
who masquerade as heterosexual
males with al !their acquaintances, prefez·ing to pursue their
homosexual lives with strangers,
often in another city.
Prizes A warded
Each year a large, well-known

WANT ADS

qLASSIFlED ADYERTISING RATES:
4 !me ad., 65¢-4 hmes, $2,00. Insertions

must be submitted by noon on day before

publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during the
mer. Insured and bonded. Also typewriter sales & service. aU makes with
20% <:fiseount with this ad, Free pickup
& dehvery. E I< E Typewriter Service
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243-0588.
'
HELP WANTED
GIRLS over ~8 ~vanted to demonstrate
New . Cosmehe hne: Complete training.
Partt1me or full bme income will de..
Pend on ,You. Call Mr. Telles 3-7 p.m.
for appomtment, Monday thru Friday..
Phone 255-0413. 7/U-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest entire
\Veat_ and Alaska. Salaries 15400 Qp. Fret:
rcgistTattan. Southwest 'I'eachera Acen·
cy, 1303 Central Ave. NE.
FULL TIME PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Train~ng: Extra high pay: Can be supervisor
10 2 months. Minimum pay $100 per
montb. Call: D'Amico Enterprises' 265

•um·

4541. 7/7-8/4.

•

•

FOR SALE
BSA MOTORCYCLE 350 cc 1965 Model
B-40• . SS. 90. In perfect condition. Cali
255-8436 after 5 p.m. 7/28, 8/4.
'58 CHEVROLET. Standard OD w/Hurol
28iJ VB. Tudor. Excellent gu and oil
mileage. Sharp, Call 242-0267 after 9 :30
P.m.
weekdays,
242-0881
Sunda)'ll
7/21, 28.

•

3 BEDROOM, H~ bath, Brick contempo.

rarr. Located on Netherwood Park near
U'!•verslty, 51h'h FHA loan. Luxury
neu<hborhood. 263G Morrow NE Phone
255-1082.

•

H<:JUSE for Bale by owner. Small equity
m 3 bd rm pitched root Roberoon. Cardrsped, covered patio.
cpeloset,_ completely
to uhools ol: •hopping See t
11208 Arvada NE or call M. ·D. Brs~
ohaw, 277-4704 or 298-7092.
1966 2-dr. Volvo. Excellent condition All
FM radio. Call 277-2214 or 242·f354: 7/lt

Washington hotel is the site fot• in the armed forces where some
the "Ac11demy Awl!rds," when said they had discovered their
hundreds.. of homosexuals expert- homosexuality, It could very well
ly make themselves up to resem- be that the army's segregated (by
ble movie stars. The community sex) life and authoritarianism
showed me many pictures of the help these fellows "discover"
last one. It was hard to imagine homosexuality.
that the tall, thin Negro male
I asked every homosexual I
sitting next to me on the couch talked with whether he considerhad so altered his appearance at ed himself 11 hippie, what he
the Awards that I had exclaimed thought of hippies, and whether
"Lena Horne?'' before I was cor- hippies were homosexuals of a
rected.
new order.
Such a very formal affair is
Hippies Not Homosexuals
"high drag." "Medium drag" preThe
were surprisingly
vails at luncheons and cocktail similar:answers
hippies reflect the culparties, where the women's busi- ·mination of a modern rejection of
ness suit and cocktail dress are in a dependency on sexual role-playorder. "Low drag" involves the
ing. Consequently, virile, heterocasualness of slacks, skirts, no sexual
men actually prefer to
makeup, etc.
wear their hair long and to wear
Changing one's sex is a very
complex and frightening thing- gay clothes. But they do not, as
even for a homosexual. For a a group, alter their sexual roles
still prefer women, and
man to lose his penis and develop -men
vice versa.
female accoutrements, when all
LSD and marijuana are as
his sexual pleasure and drives
are
as popular among homosexhave centered around his penisuals
as among hippies, probably
when his very personality and
because
both groups are intensely
identity ond beauty have been decreative,
having let go of outveloped as a man over a quarter
moded
taboos
and accepted new
of a century or more-is a major,
pursuits.
Most
homosexuals I
not lightly taken step. Consequtalked
to
disliked
hippies' habitently very few homosexuals ever
ual
poverty,
uncleanliness,
tribalalter their sex.
ism, and mysticism.
Liaisons Temporary
Police Cause Problems
There are about fifteen Wash"Hustlers"
are homosexuals
ington "gay" bars. The mecca for
their bodies to
who
will
offer
homosexual activity, curiously
other
men
for
money.
Entrapenough, is the same area in which
ment
and
violence
dog
their
footservicemen and travelers gather
steps.
Several
mentioned
run-ins
-13th Street and New York
Avenue, N.W. There are three gay with the police in which their civil
liberties were completely disrebars in a block there.
garded.
Several members, almost
Denizens of the area have a
always
in
drag, claimed to have
very logical explanation of why
been
picked
up by policemen in
that area is the all-night meeting
cars,
driven to secluded
squad
ground for homosexuals, travels~ots,
and
forced
into having sex
ers, and servicemen. HomosexWJth
them.
They
mentioned by
uals thrive on numerous social
name
five
Washington
policemen
contacts, and accept the fact that
they
say
are
homosexuals.
who
most liaisons are by their nature
temporary; travelers seek out One theorized that the same facf~iendly (and at home often for- · tors mentioned above exist in
the army and the police
btdden) companionship of a tem- both
force.
pora.ry and anonymous nature;
Homosexuals, like any minority
serv1cemen, because of their pentgroup,
have massive legal prob~P sexual needs and segregated
lems
to
overcome in a. society
hves, have learned that other
to enforce restrictive
which
tends
men can gratify these needs.
legislation on those whom it fears
50 Per Cent Are Catholic
or dislikes. The Mattachine SoTw? interesting facts add. light ciety was formed to educate the
to this phenomenon: it is estim- public about homosexuality and
ated by at least one sociologist to protect homosexuals' civil
that nearly fifty per cent of the
country's . homosexuals are (or
were) Roman Catholics, whose
strong emphasis on segregated
(by sex) e~ucation, sexual guilt
(masturbatJ.on,
contraception,
h?mosexuahty are all considered
sms), and authoritarianism would
explain this fact.
Also a surprising number
(again nearly half) have served

rights. They liken their organization to the· NAACP, Dr. Frank
Kameny, its president, had very
few complaints about police
harassment. He pointed out
Miami and Los Angeles as. cities
where policemen were unfair to
homosexuals.
Preference or Disease?
Of course, it will never be on a
par with heterosexuality in the
public's mind until homosexuals
decide whether their condition is
a preference rather than a disease. Most answers to this question were ambiguous: "Of course
it's a preference..•. I never got
along with my father. I was very
close to my mother." But that
sounds like neither preference nor
disease. That sounds like overcompensation for a childhood
vacuum.
At any rate, I no longer feel
quite so smug about my knowledge of and disdain for homosexuality, Do you 7
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FURNISHED hotllle !or rent. Two bd
rms. &: basement. Separate dinln '
~~~ 06~"Waif;'1;n":'t: Call 268-4413 ..~
LOOK-VISIT-INSPECT "THE COLLEGE
lNN" (ofr the flnest in student hOllBing
Roo
• mhs o _ luxury, t!entral air.. oondition~
mg, ., eated POOl. See "THE COLLEGE
INN 303 Ash N'.E. Phone 243-2881.
PERSONALS
Call DAVID BALL lol' an t
rt
~Ports Car. IMPORTS LTD 3ffi~ or
•ng SE. 265-6048. 7/21, 28: sic.
:vom:~:=-~~
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TOYS from

OldTown
Indian
Trading Post
The
United
Nations
Center

The eldest lndion Shop an the plaza
Lacated between La Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in seloct

Indian Crafts

242-6044

Contemporary
Southwestern
Crafts-ImportsObjects of Virtu

...

J.osephine Shasky

Sates of Spain

I

rI·

'>

I

Spanish and Mexican
Wrought Iron and Gifts

i

102 Romero

II

J~J4
INDIAN ARTS
and

~

PAwN
2014 5, Plaza NW

The Most
Complete Line
of
Mexican Goods
in Qldtown

Shifts, Tenis,
Square Dance Dresses

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-La Hacienda Patio

Picnic Time

2004 S. Plaza NW

GIFTS- ET AL
Modern-Traditional

Save money with

FARMERS

only $4.50 for a full school year.
.t

.. ·

.......-.

Central at Rio Grande NW

Ill ...

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES
.,

.·

ROBObASH

Take Part of if with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

v ~
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OLD TOWN PLAZA

Stag ill gour ear

leaving UNM?

' ,,

No.1

Remember the Arts & Crafts Fair Aug. 4-6th

Plaza
Primo rosa

h•• underneath, too?)

265-8571, eveninp

Wednesday, September 13, 1967
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BUDGET
OUT OF
HAND?

Undercover
Agent!

.Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial freedom

Five members of the UNM
Christian Science Organization
and their faculty advisor, Prof.
K. T. Feldman, will be among
5000 college students attending
a conference at the Christian Science Church headquarters in Boston this month.
The student conferences, which
were first held 12 years ago, have
attracted Christian Science students from more than 887 colleges
and universities and 36 nations.
One of the objectives of the conference is the exploration of the
relevance of Christian insight as
a radical healing force in the
whole range of human experience. The group will discuss the
"new morality," birth control, the
."death of God" theology, the problems of emerging nations, world
peace, and other topics,

.,;....,;..,..

FORREN'l
CAIRO-NORRIS Realty rents.
S~~~A~: Furnished on~roo.;. ellicieney
u~d1tJes •ncluded with bath and nneY
kll,!=hen, all for 155 including uti!iti.,
Private entrance..
•
EFFICIENCY apartments, 1 block w.,t
oSor UNJI!, $?9.50 to 185, all utilities paid.
me With !mprovements. FurnJshed off.
street SJarkmg.
'

To Attend Meet

'

'

AUTO INSURANCE
Paper Plate Holders

Be assured of modern.
broad for~ coverage and
fast, fair, friendly service'
while you save!

#S Hacienda Plaza

100's of Basket Items
for Picnic Use

FARMERs&
INSURANCE GROUP

:.::a,

Fo1· in/ol·mation·cal'

CtAUDE R. SCOTT
AGENT
2214 CENTRAL S.E.
243-7383

'

"

Picnic Baskets
Bread Baskets

i ..
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Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-old

PLUS SUPPORTING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED

SAT., OCTOBER 14
AFTER THE BALL GAME

UNIVERSITY
ARENA

Two Locations
Old Town Plaza
842-8022

5318 Menaul NE
'"

.265-5951, ": .

TICICITS QN 5.\U. AT

JOHNSON GYM TICKET OFFICE ,_
· '·~ Pre..nt•d

REIDUNG'S

"1: Yl f1 ~! ~1,\ECOMJNG: COMM11'111
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